AIR-OIL SEPARATORS

REFRIGERATION & NATURAL GAS * CONVENTIONAL WRAP STYLE * PLEATED SEPARATORS * DEEP FILTER OIL SEPARATORS * SPIN-ON TYPE OIL SEPARATORS

The products we supply replace those of many manufacturers and several OEMs. All elements are manufactured to meet or exceed the specifications of the original equipment manufacturer.

FILTER-MART CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1327 COOKEVILLE, TN 38503-1327
PHONE 800-487-7493    FAX 800-669-6303
EMAIL: FILTERS@FILTERMART.COM
LET US KEEP THE FILTERS YOU USE IN STOCK FOR YOU!

FILTER-MART FILTERS HAVE SUCCESSFULLY REPLACED ALL MAJOR BRANDS OF O.E.M. AND REPLACEMENT FILTERS IN THOUSANDS OF APPLICATIONS. ALL FILTER-MART FILTERS WILL MEET OR EXCEED THE SPECIFICATIONS AND PERFORMANCE OF OEM FILTERS.

HERE IS JUST A FEW OEM COMPANIES WE HAVE SUCCESSFULLY REPLACED: AIR-MAN * ATLAS COPCO * BAUER * BOGE * BOSS * CAMPBELL HAUSFELD * CANADIAN AIR * COMP AIR * CPT * CURTIS * DAVEY-FULLER * DEVILBLISS * DRESSER RAND * DRILTECH * DUNHAM BUSCH * GARDNER DENVER * HYDROVANE * INGEROLL RAND * JOY * QUINCY * SULLAIR AND MANY MORE!

REFRIGERATION AND NATURAL GAS FROM THE COALESCING MATERIAL TO THE SEALING METHODS USED, YOU CAN BE CONFIDENT IN OIL SEPARATORS FOR REFRIGERATION AND NATURAL GAS PURCHASED FROM FILTER-MART CORPORATION.

CONVENTIONAL WRAP STYLE
THIS IS THE ORIGINAL DESIGN FOR THE REMOVAL OF OIL FROM COMPRESSED AIR STREAMS.

PLEATED AIR-OIL SEPARATORS
HERE WE INCREASE THE CAPACITY OF A SEPARATOR BY THE USE OF PLEATED FILTER MEDIA. THIS WILL ACHIEVE APPROXIMATELY 2X THE AIR FLOW CAPACITY.

DEEP FILTER OIL SEPARATORS
THIS FORM OF SEPARATOR USES AS MANY AS THREE DIFFERENT GRADES OF BOROSILICATE GLASS WRAPPED ON THE SUPPORT TUBE IN LARGER AMOUNTS.

SPIN-ON TYPE OIL SEPARATORS
USED FOR SMALLER AIR FLOW CAPACITIES, IT IS EXTREMELY EASY TO REPLACE IN COMPARISON TO STANDARD OIL SEPARATORS.

FILTER-MART OFFERS A WIDE RANGE OF SIZES AS WELL AS THE CAPABILITY TO PRODUCE CUSTOM SIZE SEPARATORS TO MEET YOUR SPECIFIC APPLICATION. YOU CAN BE CONFIDENT WITH FILTERS FROM FILTER-MART.

*** COMPANIES NAMED ABOVE CARRY A REGISTERED TRADEMARK.

FILTER-MART CORPORATION
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